
 Curriculum Council Consent Agenda 
 Academic Year: 2013-2014 
 3/3/2014 
The information below reflects CC actions taken in response to department/program requests since the last meeting of the General Faculty. Any colleague wishing more information  
about any of these CC actions should see Julie Lappin in the Mellon Center. All written documentation on these requests, including proposals for General Education credit, is available  
for any member of the General Faculty to review. Because faculty members provide detailed justification for General Education proposals, no attempt is made to summarize those  
rationales here. 
By definition, items on the consent agenda are not intended to be the subjects of questions or discussion, but at the outset of the meeting, any faculty member may request that an  
item be removed from the consent agenda for subsequent discussion during the regular CC report. Members of the Council will then be happy to answer questions or provide  
information on the Council's actions. 
 
Course No. Course Title Course Description Requested Action(s) Gen Ed Category Gen Ed Flag 
 

AMST 150  Introduction to American Studies         Change Course No. from   Retain Cultural Retain U.S. Diversity 
AMST 150 to AMST 150/   and Historical 

  HIST 150      Change 
 

ENGL 170  Special Topics in Literature: This course will focus on women writers of the 20th  Change Title from Special Retain Literature 
          Women and Literature          and 21st centuries, with an emphasis on the variety Topics in Literature:  
   of female experience and literary expression.   Women and Literature to  
 Readings include short stories, novels, plays, and Women and Literature;  
 poetry. Prerequisites: None. Offered occasionally. Change Course No. from  
         ENGL 170 to ENGL 120 
 
ENGL 170  Special Topics in Literature:  This course examines how feminized roles and places Change Title from Special  Retain Literature 
          A Woman’s Place in English literature become sites of resistance, Topics in Literature: A  
 change, and accommodation. Readings feature Woman’s Place to A  
  British novels and plays by Shakespeare, Austen, Woman’s Place; Change  
  Stoker, Churchill, and Pym, among others. Course No. from ENGL 170 
  Prerequisites: None. Offered occasionally. to ENGL 122 
 
ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: Third World As they do in western nations, women in post-    Change Title from Special   Retain Literature Retain Global Diversity 
        Women Speak colonial and nonwestern societies make up   Topics in Literature: Third  
 at least half of the population, but are less visible   World Women Speak to  
 in the public sphere: women share the lives of    Third World Women Speak;  
 men but do not live the life of men. This course    Change Course No. from  
 will focus on the ways women writers in the third   ENGL 170 to ENGL 129 
 world explore what it is to be a woman in a post-   
 colonial society. Readings include selections from  
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 imaginative, autobiographical, and critical literature,  
 in a variety of genres and forms (poetry; fiction;  

drama; comics). Work for the course includes reading  
responses, short papers of critical analysis, and in-class  
essay exams. Prerequisites: None. Offered occasionally. 

ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature:  An exploration of fictional and non-fictional discovery  Change Title from       Retain Literature  
          Travellers and Travel Liars narratives, ranging in time from ancient Greece to the  Special Topics in    
 twenty-first century, that sets out to determine what   Literature: Travellers  
 the purposes of travel—existential, personal, political,  and Travel Liars to  
 social, and spiritual—have been and how they change  Travellers and Travel  
 over time and from culture to culture.       Liars; Change Course No.  
 Prerequisites: None. Offered occasionally.      from ENGL 170 to 
            ENGL 116         

ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: I, Anxious A comparative examination of texts, mostly novels,  Change Title from Special   Retain Literature 
 that present the search for self-knowledge, self- Topics in Literature: I,  
 satisfaction, and/or enlightenment. Focus on the    Anxious to I, Anxious;  
 tension and anxiety inherent in the self-discovery    Change Course No. from  
 process, on the dialogues between self and other—  ENGL 170 to ENGL 134  
 and self as other—that incite clashes between  
 self-perception and customary reality. 
 Prerequisites: None. Offered occasionally. 
   

ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: An introduction to poetry that uses performance  Change Title from Special   Retain Literature 
          Slamming, Jamming, Understanding:     as a key method for engaging a range of poetic texts, Topics in Literature:   
          Poetry through Performance from sonnets to slam poems. Prerequisites: None.    Slamming, Jamming, Under-  

 Offered occasionally.       standing: Poetry through  
          Performance to Poetry 
           through Performance;  
          Change Course No. from  
          ENGL 170 to ENGL 109 
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ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: This course explores significant developments in the  Change Title from Special  Retain Literature 
          Literature & War war novel, as well as changing social attitudes and    Topics in Literature: Liter-      
 psychological responses to war. Students will read    ature & War to Literature  
 and view a variety of material, from flag-waving    & War; Change Course No.  
 heroism to "M*A*S*H"-like attempts to survive.    From ENGL 170 to ENG 131   
 The course will also introduce students to basic   
 literary criticism. Prerequisites: None. Offered  
 occasionally. 
 
ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: In this course, students consider texts in which  Change Title from Special  Retain Literature  
          Crime and Punishment characters commit violent crimes and victims seek Topics in Literature: Crime  
 justice, and sometimes revenge, for those crimes.    and Punishment to Crime  
 Students consider the pervasiveness of the legal    and Punishment: Searching  
 culture that literature both helps to constitute and   for Justice in Film and  
 critique. Readings include films, plays, poems, and   Literature; Change Course  
 short stories. Prerequisites: None. Offered    No. from ENGL 170 to ENGL  
 occasionally.        133 

ENGL 170  Special Topics in Literature: Science fiction represents that which does not (or Change Title from Special   Retain Literature  
         Science Fiction does not yet) exist—and as such has suffered from   Topics in Literature: Science   
 the reputation of being escapist fare. In this course,  Fiction to Science Fiction;   
 we will consider how science fiction uses "that     Change Course No. from ENGL  
 which does not exist"—imagined futures, alternate   170 to ENGL 115  
 histories, alien cultures, and the like—to grapple with  
 genuine historical, social and philosophical concerns. 
 Prerequisites: None. Offered annually. 

ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: I Love A study of the contemporary mystery novel, whose  Change Title from Special    Retain Literature  
          A Mystery preoccupations may be classic—the application and Topics in Literature: I Love   
 misapplication of justice, for example—but which    a Mystery to I Love a   
 highlights how the specifics like cultures, history, and Mystery; Change Course. No.  
 place determine the way we define and prosecute    from ENGL 170 to ENGL 117  
 crime as well as administer justice. Prerequisites: 
 None. Offered occasionally. 
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ENGL 170  Special Topics in Literature: The Healing In this course, students consider the techniques that  Change Title from Special  Retain Literature 
         Art writers and filmmakers use to explore the Topics in Literature: The  
 complexities of illness. This course asks: how do    Healing Art to The Healing  
 writers use figurative language, shifts in perspective,  Art: Illness Narratives in   
 and filmic techniques to negotiate questions about   Film and Literature;  
 the body? Readings and viewings include contem-    Change Course No. from  
 porary poems, short stories, essays, and films. Pre-   ENGL 170 to ENGL 132 
 requisites: None. Offered occasionally. 

ENGL 170 Special Topics in Literature: Bad Girls What makes a girl good? What makes a good girl go  Change Title from Special  Retain Literature   
 bad? Can a bad girl make good? We'll read (mostly) Topics in Literature: Bad   
 contemporary literature that challenges conven-     Girls to Bad Girls; Change 
 tions and remakes conventional stories to accom-    Course No. from ENGL 170  
 modate the unconventional desires and aspirations  to ENGL 123  
 of bad girls. Prerequistes: None. Offered occasionally. 
 
HIST 212   Greek Civilization This course focuses on cultural and historical change  Change Title from Greek  Retain Cultural and 
 in the Greek world beginning with the Bronze Age    Civilization to Ancient    Historical Change  
 and continuing until the death of Alexander the      Greece  
 Great (1300-323 BC). Emphasis is placed on the  
 interconnection of Greek historical themes with  
 literature, art, and architecture. Prerequisites: None.  
 Offered in alternate years, fall semester. 
 

HIST 214   Roman Civilization Charts the political, social, and cultural development  Change Title from Roman   Retain Cultural and 
 of the Roman state from the foundation of the city   Civilization to      Historical Change  
 to the conversion of the emperor Constantine to     Ancient Rome  
 Christianity (ca.753 BC-AD 312). Emphasis will be  
 placed on the multiplicity of peoples and cultures that  
 constituted the Roman state, religious experience and  
 change, the evolution of political institutions, and the  
 variety of sources necessary for our reconstruction of  

 the Roman past, from the literary to the art historical. 
  Prerequisites: None. Offered in alternate years, 

   fall semester. 
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HIST 242 Colonial America Examines the establishment of colonies before the  New Course  Cultural and  U. S. Diversity 
 American Revolution, the development of diverse  Historical Change 
 colonial societies, the transformation of life for all  
 peoples and groups, and the interactions of diverse  
 cultural and religious groups. The people we study  
 include farmers, planters, merchants, craftsmen,  
 witches, slaves, Native Americans, Puritans,  
 Catholics and Quakers. Prerequisites: None. 
 Offered in alternate years. 

HIST 249  Revolutions in Childhood and Family No aspect of American Life is as shrouded in myths   Change Title from       Retain Cultural and  Retain U.S. Diversity 
 and misconceptions as the history of the family. This  Revolutions in Childhood   Historical Change  
 course examines childhood and family in American   and Family to Growing 
 culture from the colonial era to the present,    Up in America, 1607-  
 providing historical perspective and understanding   Present 
 regarding these primary institutions of American life.  
 Though the course is roughly chronological, we will  
 compare family structures across both time and space,  
 examining the changing and divergent meanings of  
 motherhood, fatherhood, and childhood through such  
 sources as advice manuals, popular journalism,  
 fiction, art, and film. Prerequisites: None. Offered in  
   alternate years. 
 

HIST/REL  Pagan and Christian Writings in Ancient  Deletion 
315 Rome 
 
HIST 317 Late Antiquity  Deletion 
 

HIST 343 U. S. Immigration History Survey of immigration in the 19th and 20th   Change Title from     Retain Cultural and Retain U.S. Diversity 
centuries. Focuses on the ways race, ethnicity, U.S. Immigration History Historical Change 
gender, class, and national ideals shaped the lives to Migration, Ethnicity, 
of immigrants during this period. Also explores and Race    

   the dynamic and creative ways that immigrants 
   and ethnics have confronted and shaped American 
   culture and society. Offered in alternate years. 
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HIST 344 Reconstructing America An examination of the transformations in American  Change Title from      Retain Cultural and  Retain U.S. Diversity 
 life and culture from 1865 to 1900. Emphasizes    Reconstructing America    Historical Change  
 the conflicts and contradictions of American life for  to Gilded Age, 1865-1900  
 various racial, ethnic, class, regional and gender  
 groups, focusing particularly on the new industrial  
 city; the growth of commercialized leisure, the  
 "civilizing" of the West; and African Americans in   
 the New South. Offered occasionally. 

PSYC 101 Lifespan Human Development Deletion; All Lifespan classes  
    will become PSYC 253 
 

PSYC 253 Lifespan Developmental Psychology Using current theoretical and empirical work,  Change Prerequisites from 
 Lifespan Developmental Psychology offers a com-    PSYC 100 to PSYC 100 or  
 prehensive overview of human development from   BIOL 107  
 womb to tomb. Topics include the biological,  
 psychological (i.e.cognitive and emotional), and  
 social forces that drive and shape development,  
 and the dynamic impact of context and culture on  
 these processes. Prerequisites: Psychology 100 or  
   Biology 107. Offered each spring. 
 
PSYC 329 Sports and Exercise Psychology This course examines a wide variety of topics in Change Course No. from 

   sport and exercise psychology by investigating PSYC 329 to PSYC 380 
                                     how psychological factors influence participation 
                                     and performance in sports and exercise and how, 
                                     in turn, participation in sports and exercise affects 
                                     the psychological makeup of an individual. Pre- 
                                     requisites: None. Offered every spring. 

 
PSYC 329 Advanced Human Neuroscience This course surveys the theory and practice of using  Change Course No. from 
 recordings of electrical (and magnetic) activity of     PSYC 329 to PSYC 314  
 the brain to study cognition and behavior. It explores  
 what brain activity reveals about normal and  
 abnormal perception, attention, decision-making,  
 memory, response preparation, social behavior,  
 and language comprehension. Prerequisites: PSYC  
 213. Offered every fall. 
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PSYC 335 Counseling & Psychotherapy An overview of counseling methods, and models of  Change Course No. from   Retain Intellectual  Retain Writing 
 psychological treatment. Approaches covered    PSYC 335 to PSYC 351     Traditions   Intensive 
 include behavioral and cognitive-behavioral,  
 psychodynamic, person-centered, and Gestalt. The  
 course also covers therapeutic response modes,  
 family and group therapy, and community  
 interventions. Prerequisites: 100, 251. Offered  
 occasionally. 

PSYC 352 Advanced Child Development Provides an in-depth examination of the biological New Course        None         None 
 and environmental influences on child development.   
 Specific topics include nature/nurture, genetics,  
 epigenetics, the impact of poverty, media exposure,  

abuse and physical punishment, and the develop-  
ment of psychopathology. Prerequisites: PSYC 252  
or consent of instructor. Offered in alternate years. 
 

PSYC 355   Psychology & the Environment (EXP) Students will apply psychological science to better   New Course        None    None 
 understand (a) how humans impact the environment  
 and (b) how the environment influences human well- 
 being. To contextualize this work, students learn  
 about several major environmental issues. Students  
 conduct original research studies in the course  
 laboratory. Prerequisites: PSYC 100 and PSYC 227 or  
 300, or permission of instructor. Offered occasionally. 
 
PSYC 379 Helping Skills Course content emphasizes the stages and skills of  New Course- None None 
 the helping process, especially with respect to     May Term course 
 relevant theory, ethical guidelines, research, and  
 issues of diversity. Students will work on developing  
 interaction skills important in many helping  
 professions (e.g., counseling, medicine, human  
 resources). Emphasis is on both academic and  
 experiential learning. Prerequisities: PSYC 100 and  
 251, or permission of the instructor. Offered  
 occasionally. 
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